
Bill Hunt Dip Arch

A Printer





The Start – Printing on the Kitchen 
Table

A piece of lino (created in 1860’s by Fredrick 
Walton), a few cutters, roller, ink and paper.  Simple 

really. Plus some inspiration from the Enid Marx 
Exhibition which I saw at the House of Illustration in 

November 2018.



Themes - Symbols of Power 

My first prints were relatively rudimentary and generally 
abstracts but then I thought about a theme – Symbols of 

Power.  This generated the prints of the Kings, Queens and 
Princes Series. The images were abstracted to a degree with 
large breaks in them and smaller cut lines.  I wanted them to 

be strong in a single colour but with also with a delicacy.



Print 7



Princes Kings 
and Queens



The Black Prince



The Black Queen



Language and Communication

The Symbols of Power moved on to language and 
communication which generated the Runes Series, early 

alphabets generally from northern Europe and finally onto 
Morse, one of the first transmittable long distance electric 

means of communication  - dot dash, dash dot.  



Branch 
Runes



Morse A to M (there is a N to Z as well)



Landscape 

I live relatively close to Hampstead Heath so there are 
plenty of walks to do.  Some of the ponds at times had 

rushes growing on their edges.  Again trying to do strong 
cut single colour images.

At this time Landlines was inspired by Richard Long 
photographs of his works – making marks on the 

landscape.



Rushes II - Hampstead 
Heath



Rushes III -
Hampstead Heath



Landlines I



Landlines II



Architecture

Of course being a former architect how could I not shy 
away from the images of architecture. I started to produce 

images of elements of buildings reflecting the power of 
good design.  



RSHP/AKTII 
Centre Building Structure



RSHP/AKTII 
Structure with 
shadow



LSE New Academic Building 
– Grimshaws.  Print Block



ICON – ‘EIKON’

This is probably my most demanding series so far.  
C’est mon metier – my task.

.   I am putting together 100 images (5/10 prints per image) from 
the 20th and 21st centuries of architecture and applied arts.  The 

print size is 110x110mm on 280x200mm paper – a necessary rigour. 
The following prints are from the first tentative batch.



Grafton Architects



RSHP – LSE Centre 
Building



Marshall Building -
LSE



Mies VDR



Larsen Opera 
House



Jacobsen-
Cutlery



Music 

Having a drummer in the family and my acting roadie role rekindled 
my interest in music – but old style.  Various songs came to mind 

which suggested images that could become prints.

It is an ongoing series of prints.  



Fly Me To the Moon – Frank Sinatra



White Light – Lou Reed



Hit me with your 
rhythm stick – Ian 
Durie



Let’s Dance –
Chris Montez



Other Works

Images of things I just liked.



Gantry



Soldier - First Etching



Kitchen Table 
It Was Distressed



Table 1



Table 2



Table 3



Drawings

Pencil and Paper and a Painting



LEM Drawing –
Land me on the Moon



My Mamiya 
Pro67



Fi’s Olympus OM10



The Bones of Industry – Docklands



Jackie Stewart



La Fin
For Now


